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It’s perfectly understandable if, after walking into the current exhibition at The Gallery at Flat
Rock, you mistakenly think you are in a Manhattan art gallery.

“Temporal Witness: Tracing Nature’s Path” is a strongly and beautifully curated show bringing
together the works of artists Alice Ballard, Christina Laurel and Rosamond Purcell. The seed of the
show has been germinating a long time with gallery owner Suzanne Camarata Ball.

“Rosamond Wolff Purcell’s photography work has resonated with me since I was living in Boston
years ago,” said Ball. “It has always stuck in my mind to incorporate her work here in an exhibit.”

A recent visit to Greenville, South Carolina to see Laurel’s layered paper works in turn had Laurel
pointing Ball to see Ballard’s works. “When I saw both of their works, it all just clicked. All three
artists have an overriding theme in their works that (in some form) traces nature’s path. This show
is like old friends getting together.”

All three women artists complement each other’s artistry, and this is abundantly on display in the
exhibit. Subdued colors and softened lines on the objects project a calm, almost meditative,
atmosphere.

“They have a quiet way of showing expressions of their love of the natural world and all that they
see,” said Ball. Through studied placement, the gallery has used composition and light to full effect.
“The pieces change with the sunlight throughout the day.” The transient quality of light brings the
inanimate objects to life with a form of kinetic energy.

Both Ballard and Laurel will be part of an artist talk at the gallery at 1 p.m. Saturday. The free event
is open to the public and “will be very interactive and fun. It is a very approachable event, and
attendees will have a greater understanding of their work,” said Ball. The exhibit closes May 14.

Ballard, a resident of Greenville and art teacher at Christ Church Episcopal Middle, helped with the
installation of the show. “We had a wonderful time bringing this together. It all works so well.”
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She synthesizes many years of artistic and personal explorations into her powerful works that
represent her artistic statement of “harmony with an edge.” As a natural peacemaker, “I am always
seeking peace and quiet, the still space between all things,” said Ballard. “My work is about seeking
a harmony; however, life is not that way. It is those interruptions along the way that are the edge.”

Studying in India on a Fulbright Grant, with further time spent in China, Ballard absorbed
Buddhist and Daoist teachings. “Daoism is a philosophy that teaches you to learn how to go with
the flow (of life), to find the best way to get through.”

One of the pieces in “Temporal Witness” bears witness to this personal coping. A large totemic clay
piece with a silent bearing looms over the exhibit. This is one of nine pieces Ballard created to help
her personally process the tragedy and aftermath of 9/11. In addition, it was an artistic expression
of the grief she still bore at the loss of her first husband in a plane crash in 1983.

“I needed to find more closure. With 9/11 almost 20 years later, it was so catastrophic that I
couldn’t deal with processing it. Yet I knew I wanted to do something.”

As an artist who sees life through nature, Ballard kept coming back to the image of burned forests.
Yet, even in that desolation, she found life, just like she and America did following the attacks. “I
started seeing these little buds coming out of the blackened forest. I read about plant species that
need a fire to spur new growth. Seeds sometimes need years before they begin to grow.”

Each totem piece, inspired by those of native peoples Ballard admired while living in Alaska, was a
personal storyteller that “showed another aspect of my personal growth. The pods just became a
lighter side of me that came out of the tree totems. The last piece was a piece that is a tree with all
its branches cut. Yet it is covered with little green leaves coming out in all places. These are my
survival pieces.”

A resident of Liberty, South Carolina, Laurel’s paper works are influenced by Japanese aesthetics.
In this show she utilizes the butterfly, as both motif and metaphor. “Laurel is always observing; she
is very meditative. She takes different imagery fragments them, then translates them into paper,”
said Ball.

The acclaimed photographic work of Purcell “opens up things that we don’t usually have access to,
such as natural history collections,” said Ball. “She brings things that are past or decayed, and that
you might not find beauty in, and then opens us up to seeing them and their inherent beauty.”



Including Boston-based Purcell in the exhibit, whose works are in the permanent collections of the
Museum of Fine Arts (Boston), the Philadelphia Museum of Art and the Victoria & Albert in
London, comes with a weighty cost to bear for a small gallery. Yet it is a worthwhile investment to
move the gallery forward.

“This is where we are headed on the path of the gallery. The space is about ever-changing shows
(now on a monthly rotation) and introducing new artists and new ideas. I want this to be an
evolving space, and a place that people can count on to introduce new things. That said, we want
people seeing (these exhibited works) as approachable and something they want to collect.”
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